Prevention of Depression in Children, Adolescents, and Young Adults: The Role of Teachers and Parents
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Abstract: Major depressive disorder (MDD) and other affective disorders may surreptitiously arise in children and adolescents during their school period and impair their social and educational functioning. Besides the social and personal burden, which are increased during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic, the onset of depression may compromise the future of the growing person with chronicity and recurrence. In this context, educators’ training is essential to detect early the onset of a depressive disorder, to spare later consequences through the timely establishment of adequate treatment. The educational staff should receive adequate training to be able to work closely with healthcare providers and parents, thus directing the young person with an affective disorder to the right psychological and pharmacological treatment provider, i.e., a specialized psychologist or psychiatrist. The first approach should be to establish a trustful relationship with the adolescent and his/her classmates, to reduce social and self-stigma and inform about mental illness. If symptoms do not subside and the suffering child or adolescent fails to reintegrate within his/her school environment, cognitive–behavioral interventions are recommended that are individual, group, or computer-based. When needed, these should be implemented with individualized pharmacotherapy.
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1. Introduction: Depression from the Biopsychosocial Perspective to the DSM-5

As with many other psychopathological conditions, major depressive disorder (MDD) has a multifactorial aetiology. The definition of its causes involves the consideration of several factors which cumulatively give rise to a series of signs and symptoms attributable to this disorder. The “biopsychosocial” health model [1] has partially replaced and completed the “biomedical” paradigm, proposing a continuum between personal experiences, interpersonal relationships, and psychological/biological–somatic alterations. According to this model, it is not possible to speak of mental illness without taking into consideration all the different dimensions of the patient’s experience. In the case of depression, in addition to the psychological and relational contributing causes, important physiological variations can also be observed. If on the one hand the experience of people, the environment of their upbringing, daily challenges, and relationships with peers and family members play a very important role in maintaining or impairing the psychological balance, on the other, there are real and objective bodily changes that point to a “biology of depression“ of its own.

Neural circuits (serotonergic, dopaminergic, noradrenergic, etc.) respond to different neurotransmitters in a chemical view of the brain. Some circuits may appear to be dys-functional, as a result of biochemical changes or as the cause of them, ensuing in altered brain signal transmission which predisposes to the onset of depressive symptoms. There is evidence that stress raises the risk for depression, also on the basis of neurodevelopmental
mechanisms, since alterations in cortical areas which are vulnerable to stressors arising during mid-adolescence can predict subsequently developing depressive symptoms [2]. Integrating these models, we may state that the experiences of individuals, with their related psychological aspects, along with pubertal timing and other individual biological risk factors are variably involved in triggering depression [3,4].

Hence depression is not simply an excessive and prolonged sadness, but a relatively stable condition that involves the mind, body, social experience, and relational world of the individual. It can manifest with psychological, somatic, and cognitive symptoms. The most frequent psychological symptoms are depressed mood, decreased interest in recreational activities, work and socializing, apathy, feelings of guilt or ruin, self-blaming, lack of energy, loss of hope, ideas of death, possible alterations in the content of thought that may come to be inaccessible to criticism (guilt and ruin delusions) [5].

So when we talk about depression, we do not refer to a simple disorder “of the mind”, but, more globally, to a set of psychological, physical, and biological alterations with different changes in the neural, endocrine, immune, gastrointestinal, and cardiovascular systems, and disturbance of the circadian rhythms of the body [6], for the treatment of which combined psychopharmacological and psychotherapeutic interventions are essential and have shown better efficacy than a single intervention [7–9]. In children and adolescents, early evidence-based drug and/or psychological treatment of the acute episode is essential, aiming to prevent the development of a refractory or treatment-resistant depression, and other clinical issues [10,11].

When the task force of the Fifth Edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) set out to prepare a new edition of the manual, they had inherited the atheoretic approach of the previous two editions; despite remaining loyal to this approach, their declared goal was to identify and classify disorders according to biological markers, such as genetic or biochemical, i.e., to match the phenomena with background biology, phenotype with genotype. After all these years, it became apparent that they barely reached their pursued goal. Early concerns were expressed before [12] and soon after [13] the publication of the DSM-5 in 2013. However, the newly proposed Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) [14] never caught up with investigators, despite being backed by the National Institute of Mental Health, and the DSM-5 remains a system with which investigators communicate and speak the same language.

According to the DSM-5, a diagnosis of MDD can be made if five or more of the following symptoms are present simultaneously for at least 15 days, i.e., depressed mood for most of the day; marked decrease in interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities for most of the day; weight gain, or conversely significant weight loss not due to dieting, or increased or decreased appetite almost every day; insomnia or hypersomnia; psychomotor agitation or slowing; fatigue or lack of energy; excessive or inappropriate feelings of self-esteem or guilt; reduced ability to think or concentrate or indecision; recurrent thoughts of death or recurrent suicidal ideation without a specific plan or a suicide attempt or a specific plan to commit suicide. The combination of these symptoms must also cause distress in social functioning and the symptoms must not be attributable to substance use [5].

2. The Need for Early Detection and Stigma Reduction

While depression is still generally regarded as a disorder of adult or advanced age, it is deeply rooted in early experiences. Even in adult patients with MDD, childhood trauma is a characteristic feature [15,16]. This points to the need for early detection and treatment of depression since a shorter duration of untreated illness was found to be related to an increased response to treatment and higher remission rates [17]. A longer duration of untreated depressive illness increases the latency to response [18], meaning that much time is lost in sufferance for the patient. Furthermore, a longer untreated illness duration in depression is associated with a longer overall duration of depression, more comorbidity, more severe depressive symptoms [19], and even higher cognitive impairment [20]. Taken together, these data indicate that the best intervention is early detection [21]; in fact, in
more recent years diagnosticians tend to reduce the untreated illness duration and this was followed by reduced time to first pharmacotherapy [22]. Hence, preventive programs aiming at reducing the duration of untreated depressive illness and depression onset prevention have been implemented [23–25].

Stigma, either self- (internalizing), or social, is closely associated with mental illness, and this does not spare depression [26,27]. People with depressive feelings tend to withdraw socially and thus be perceived as dull by their peers with poorly developed empathic skills [28]. This brings to avoidance by the peers and to feelings of shame and guilt (which are core symptoms of depression) to patients, especially when mental illness is perceived as of genetic origin [29]. The stigma regards both having the depressive condition and having to take drug treatment for it and this may lead to a lack of treatment adherence [30]. Addressing stigma implies changing people’s beliefs about mental illness and is essential among youngsters, who have still to develop their empathic skills. Programs and treatments aiming at reducing social and self-stigma are currently implemented and show promise for both stigma reduction and treatment adherence [31].

3. Depression in Youth and its Impact on Educational Pathways

Major depressive disorder, especially in youth and adolescence, may manifest anxious symptoms, irritability, and, in extreme cases, aggression towards others. In addition to these, possible alterations of psychomotricity should be kept in mind, which can be goalless and increased (agitation) or decreased (psychomotor retardation). The most typical somatic symptoms are gastrointestinal (constipation), musculoskeletal (joint and muscle pain, which is often chronic), loss of sexual desire, often hair loss, impairment of the sleep–wake cycle (sometimes it is the first reason why the patient seeks help, with the prevalence of central or terminal insomnia) and asthenia (weakness sensation). Melancholia is rare during adolescence, while anhedonia, anergia and fatigue, sleep disturbance, diminished concentration, and suicidal ideation are most frequent. Symptoms of guilt, self-criticism, psychomotor alteration, and appetite/weight changes may characterize more severe types of adolescent depression [32,33]. Cognitive symptoms may manifest as reduced memory, decreased attention, and concentration difficulties. Obsessive–compulsive symptoms, eating pathology, and thought–shape fusion have been related to depressive symptoms in adolescents [4].

In the DSM-5, a new diagnosis, i.e., “Disruptive Mood Dysregulation Disorder” (DMDD), was introduced, which is one of the depressive disorders and can only be diagnosed between the ages of 6 and 18 years. Typically, it manifests with outbursts of anger, verbal or physical aggression, “emotional storms” or excessive irritability, primarily in response to experienced frustrations, but tend to be out of proportion concerning the situation the child or adolescent is experiencing. A central aspect of the DMDD is the incongruence between the contingent experience and the behavioral reactions and emotional expressions [5]. Clinicians should carefully assess the differential diagnosis of DMDD, considering some overlapping clinical features with MDD [34], and shared clinical and biological correlates with unspecified bipolar disorder in young people [35,36].

There is, in addition, another DSM-5 diagnostic category, “Persistent Depressive Disorder” (PDD) or “Dysthymia”, which in children and adolescents is manifested by the persistence of a depressed or irritable mood for most of the day, for an entire year (two consecutive years in adults, who typically do not manifest irritability) [5]. This disorder often has an insidious and early onset and may prelude chronicity in adulthood. Recognizing it early can facilitate its management and increase the effectiveness of treatment, thus becoming a protective factor concerning the risk of illness chronicity. The symptoms with which a patient presents with dysthymia are partly overlapping with those of MDD, although they are more nuanced and less pervasive for the person. There are alterations in the sleep–wake cycle, low energy in doing things, low self-esteem, alteration of the need to feed (anorexia/hyperphagia), difficulty in concentrating, and, finally, feelings of hopelessness [5].
In young people, MDD, DMDD, and PDD can share several clinical features, and vulnerability factors, including a history of parental depression and adverse life events [34]. Adolescents with MDD manifesting on a PDD (a condition also called double depression), as compared to those with MDD or PDD alone, have an increased risk of longer, more severe and recurrent episodes, more comorbidities, suicidal behavior, and social and functional impairment [32].

Young people with MDD may manifest vegetative symptoms much more than adults, i.e., change in weight and appetite, decrease in energy level, and alterations in the sleep–wake cycle with insomnia. These and other nonspecific symptoms, such as recurrent headaches and unexplained musculoskeletal pain, very often remain unrecognized and misunderstood, misinterpreted, or underestimated [37]. It is important to consider if a teenager starts self-isolating, being uncommunicative or depressed; clinicians should be aware that these states can either constitute psychologically healthy aspects of adolescence, or be symptoms of a mood disorder, and may make part of psychosis risk conditions [38–41].

In the scientific literature, there is evidence showing how a careful eye, and, above all, appropriate training of parents and teachers can facilitate symptom recognition and understanding of the difficulties of adolescents, at home and school, and can allow them to take care of the young. In this regard, several studies have observed that a more responsive and well-informed environment also facilitates the ability of those suffering or manifesting psychosocial distress to seek help [42].

4. Depression in Youth during the SARS-CoV-2 Pandemic

The pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus and the resulting restrictions have, in some circumstances, compromised the mental health of young people. Lockdown periods caused a reorganization of daily routines with removal from the school environment and sports facilities, with a limitation of social life, and all the activities that young could perform outdoor. All this has led to an excessive stress load and an increase in anxiety with, sometimes, deflection of mood that has invaded the life of the child and adolescent and has affected an often-precarious psychophysical balance [43].

Symptoms may directly or indirectly relate to the pandemic event. They may have their onset during the lockdown period or show up later through increased psychological distress [like post-traumatic, depressive, and anxiety symptoms] that may become full-blown even after the end of the pandemic, especially in those vulnerable, genetically predisposed children with existing sociodemographic risk factors. Studies have already highlighted how children responded to stress exactly as expected, i.e., with high rates of anxiety, depression, and post-traumatic symptoms [44].

Although the entire population experienced feelings of fear, distress, and sadness during the period of forced isolation, children and adolescents were probably the most affected due to their vulnerability and are most likely to experience them even after the pandemic ends. Within this framework, there is a need for prevention with possible early intervention aimed at curbing mental health problems that will arise [45].

Schools could play an important role in supporting, recognizing, and understanding suffering, with referral to specialized services; however, there is a need to enforce territorial services for children and adolescents that are more usable and accessible [46], also considering how much the risk of suicide has increased in children and adolescents in this historical period [47]. It is very important to identify preventive strategies, both with the identification of vulnerable groups and with the recognition of new people at risk [48].

5. Discussion: Prevention of Depression and Stigma in Schools

The school environment is a very important place for the creation and maintenance of a student’s psychophysical well-being, capable of influencing, in different ways, many aspects of a child’s and adolescent’s life, by providing tools for training and learning, guaranteeing a space where good social relationships can be developed and cultivated, helping to find within oneself a drive towards the pursuit and achievement of goals, teach-
ing how to deal with everyday problems and knowing when to ask for help. Depression, and depressive disorders in general, can undermine these possibilities for development and insidiously insert themselves into the life of the young person, compromising its school performance and social relations in all respects, with the risk that very often it is misinterpreted and remains unrecognized [49,50].

The recognition of symptoms, already very complex in itself, adds to a widespread and disabling cultural problem represented by social stigma. Unfortunately, even today, mental illness could remain poorly understood, frighten people, and being confronted with it can trigger different reactions, such as nonacceptance and denial, leading to the denigration of those who suffer from it. We can distinguish two types of public- and self-stigma. Public stigma refers to the inability of the environment to accept and live with mental illness. In fact, due to misinformation and a lack of tolerance, often people who interact with this type of discomfort implement an attitude of exclusion and avoidance, resulting in episodes of bullying and violence against the person who suffers. Self-stigma, on the other hand, can be explained as the tendency of the stigmatized person to feel shame, to experience reduced self-esteem, to self-isolate, and therefore very often to find it difficult to ask for help. Both dynamics fuel the difficulty, in this case of the student, in sharing their emotions, consequently undermining his/her ability to process them. Stigma and denigration of the individual with a psychiatric condition are important factors that negatively influence, along with the illness course, the quality of life of the patient and his/her family [51,52]. Furthermore, male adolescents are more subjected to personal stigma whereas females to perceived stigma, which emphasizes gender differences on aspects of stigma that should be considered in planning intervention strategies [53].

It is not uncommon that within the school a teacher may be faced with a student whose performance begins to decline, who gradually becomes increasingly withdrawn into him/herself, thus decreasing relationships with peers. The teacher will likely find the student to be blue or more irritable, with low energy and little desire to be active and participate in daily activities or interact with a student who suddenly begins to be skip school. Those who suffer from MDD very often no longer want to study. However, from a teacher’s viewpoint, it is essential to be aware that this alone may not be sufficient to succeed in overcoming difficulties profitably. In fact, in these conditions, there is a decline in attention, difficulty in concentration, and therefore in memory. These alterations in functioning point to cognitive and humoral impairment, from which MDD is developed. Teachers may show difficulties in identifying children with these symptoms, or ascribing these aspects to a mental disorder [50]. Sometimes, this set of changes can remain misunderstood or be interpreted as a lack of will to participate, hostility, or perhaps as an attitude that may refer to a transition phase, such as adolescence. In this complex scenario, it seems necessary to implement a series of training activities aimed at preventing the onset, or the consequences of a depressive-type disorder in students. The caregiver, whether parent or teacher, should be enabled to recognize and understand the emotional turmoil that the young person is facing, thus enhancing acceptance, and lowering social and self-stigma. Furthermore, there is evidence that expanding teachers’ depression literacy improves students’ literacy and diminishes concerns on stigmatizing beliefs from teachers to students [54].

5.1. The Role of Teachers and Staff

The first useful step in this direction could be training to learn how to recognize the so-called “telltale” signs of a student’s psychophysical illness. It is good to keep in mind that each symptom observed must then be contextualized concerning the social reality that the child/adolescent is experiencing, to the historical context, and to his/her temperament. Not all changes or behaviors potentially attributable to MDD are in fact manifestations of a pathological condition. Take as an example the case of absenteeism from school, whether permitted by the parent or deliberately decided by the child/adolescent. Repeated absences could be caused either by a difficulty experienced by the student [55] or by manifest disinterest. In these cases, it is of paramount importance to seek to understand
what is the real motivation that leads the student to avoid school and withdraw from peers. Observe how it is possible to interpret the same behavior in completely different ways, on the one hand, as a symptom attributable to a student’s discomfort, on the other hand, as a deliberate choice, which can occur due to disinterest or other various reasons. In such a case, the role of the teacher as a caregiver comes into play. The teacher, if adequately trained, will avoid an immediate and superficial reading of the student’s attitude, and will try to understand what the underlying motivations are. Through a reading of the context, they will try to understand what the student is going through, communicate with him and his parents, looking for information and tools to support and reintegrate him/her in the school context. On the contrary, if the teacher faces such an attitude in a hostile and authoritarian way, it could make the student feel misunderstood, risking that he/she withdraws more into him/herself and increasing his/her level of psychosocial discomfort.

For this reason, it is desirable that training programs and courses be instituted, either prompted by individual school councils, or in coordination with national training programs promoted by coordinated activities of national healthcare systems. In post-war Europe, the idea of instituting medical-psycho-pedagogic units in each school was strong [55] and in Italy received further impulse towards its realization by the psychiatric reform of 1978 [56]. However, since the Italian national healthcare system was later corporatized, such units were no more instituted. Some Italian universities still possess medical-psycho-pedagogic institutes and may carry on autonomously enlightenment programs for psychiatric matters, but a coordinated state effort is lacking. In these institutes, all forces bring forth their experiences and coordination with students’ parents is essential to spread knowledge. Organizing educational cine-forums and subsequent debates, where students themselves provide first-person accounts, would do much for this aim. The institution of such programs in other countries resulted in increased knowledge about mental illness [57,58]. Particularly during the pandemic, employing psychologists, physicians and rehabilitators in schools would allow students needing help to refer to appropriate community services, where they will receive tailored individualized treatment ranging from counselling to psychotherapy to pharmacotherapy.

Recognizing early a mood deflection, a tendency to socially withdraw, or a worsening of school performance is very useful because intervening early by relying on experienced mental health personnel can prevent possible chronicity or the establishment of a depressive disorder with multiple episodes in adulthood. It should be remembered that the onset of a depressive episode or other mental disorder in childhood and adolescence may correlate with functional impairment in several domains, including the cognitive, which is likely to persist into adulthood [59]. For this reason, teachers should have clear some concepts of the biopsychosocial approach and the DSM-5 criteria for depression and other mental disorders, like attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), which is well represented in school samples and often comorbid with affective disorders.

Another risk, in addition to chronicity, is the burden that this disorder can exert on the individual’s existence. In this regard, it is important to emphasize how in different areas [school, work, relationships, and sports] people are called to invest a lot of psychophysical energy every day to achieve increasingly more results, they are pushed to compete in every activity and to put themselves at stake, sometimes to such a point that they are no longer able to adapt to all these demands. This is especially true for young people, who may also lack the necessary tools to face these challenges, overcome possible disappointments and inevitable failures, especially after periods in which they have invested much of their energy and skills [7].

Underestimating the fragility of young people and the burden to which they are subjected daily, even unconsciously, in the different contexts to which they endeavour, can lead to tragic outcomes. According to the World Health Organization, MDD, in its most severe forms, can become fertile ground for suicidal ideation and attempts. To date, suicide is the second leading cause of death in young people between the ages of 15 and 29 [60].
Depressive disorders also represent a risk factor for the quality of relational experience, they increase the risk of substance abuse [but can also be induced by it, with alcohol constituting a preeminent example], are related to an increase in antisocial behaviors, and, in the long run, have a negative influence on socio-professional achievement [61]. Substance use and depression have additive effects on adolescent social competence since higher severity of both correlated with lower levels of competence [62]. Furthermore, depression commonly co-occurs with alcohol use disorder, and drinking reduction is associated with a better outcome [63]. Clinicians should carefully investigate alcohol or substance use, and preventative strategies should focus on youth information campaigns on alcohol and substances eventually leading to depression.

Within this framework, one goal is to make the school part of the solution and not part of the problem, creating the basic conditions to transform it into a context capable of observing, recognizing, and intervening in these disorders from a prevention perspective. To facilitate the acquisition of tools by school personnel and parents, real preventive programs should be developed to promote the ability to accept and take charge of situations of discomfort that may arise. School is one of the main environments of socialization and education for almost all children and adolescents. For this reason, it is also necessary to implement relational skills, to facilitate dialogue with students, families, and community services. To correctly interpret their social mandate, teachers, besides refining teaching, should devote themselves to the strengthening of an educational culture aimed at guaranteeing the global well-being of their students, following the principles of the biopsychosocial model.

5.2. The Role of Parents

The role of parents should not be underestimated in this respect. Teachers and school psychologists and psychiatrists should be always in contact with parents of students with academic performance problems. Some parents could have psychiatric problems themselves and these may impact their children’s behavior outside of the home. The school is one of these structures where the first assessment of undetected psychological distress involving the entire family may occur. Parents may lack adequate psychiatric literacy, and this should be provided by public health agencies, educational courses, and school staff. The current situation is not ideal; teachers have admitted not to have sufficient knowledge of mental illness to be able to deal with pathological parents [64]. Teachers should be aware that school performance is also related to stimuli children receive in their family environment, and parents should realize that their children’s inadequacy is not disjointed from what they are doing at home. The collaboration between parents and teachers is therefore fundamental both for the purposes of the prevention and early intervention in MDD.

5.3. Teacher and Staff Collaboration with Parents

The well-trained staff should always evaluate parents’ psychiatric literacy, as most often students’ behavior at school reflects the situation at home. School officials’ collaboration with parents is essential in finding a common language in communication, as their perception about students’ problems does not match quite [65].

An adequate competence to respond to these requests should include, as a first step, the ability to assess what are the main psychosocial risk factors, both present, and past, like the presence of family conflicts, having suffered episodes of bullying, physical, sexual or emotional abuse, the presence of concomitant disorders, the more or less frequent use of drugs or alcohol, any family history of depression. It is also important to know if there have been episodes in the student’s life of loss of loved ones, and consequently to be aware of what are the natural times of the grief process. Ethnic and cultural factors, such as refugee status, are not secondary. Finally, the complexity of the developmental experience within institutional contexts or in the case of adoption is well known and should not be underestimated in the relationship with students. All providers within the school should
be trained in listening and communication skills so that they can manage the onset of acute sadness and episodes of distress that children and youth frequently experience [66].

The assessment of the student should always be comprehensive, including communication with the family to investigate the possible family psychiatric history and the possible presence of life events that may impact the student’s quality of life. School personnel, through this type of observation tools, could in some situations refer the student to qualified personnel who would assess the clinical severity and thus have the possibility of setting up a personalized and targeted therapeutic path. It should be noted that within the 2019 guidelines of the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence, the importance of proper and meticulous training of school staff to recognize risk factors for the development of depressive symptomatology is emphasized [66]. The ability to carefully observe and communicate with the student is an essential starting point for the approach to depressive disorders. Teachers need to be trained and supported by highly qualified staff who can provide them with guidance and supervision to ensure their good caregiver performance. Putting in place a good psychoeducational campaign, with informational and educational intent, does indeed allow school staff and students to become more aware of the recognition and understanding of mental illness [67].

The use of universal or selective preventive approaches may reduce the occurrence of mental illness in young people. Selective approaches [including exercise], which consider familial vulnerability and nongenetic risk exposures, and psychological/psychoeducational interventions could improve anxiety-depressive symptoms [67]. Universal public health approaches, on the other hand, that target school climate or social determinants (demographic, economic, neighbourhood, environmental, social/cultural) of mental disorders may intervene to reduce the risk profile of the population [67].

In addition to providing screening and intervention criteria to teachers and parents, it would be useful to dedicate a training space to students as well, to increase awareness of the illness and to make them understand the importance of asking for help, also facilitating the overcoming of stigma. There is evidence that working with secondary school students, using interactive lesson plans (sharing educational materials, clinical cases, and experiences in psychiatric settings), significantly reduced their stigma toward psychiatric illness [52]. Therefore, the goal should be to educate healthcare personnel and students so that they are enabled to live with people with mental illness, and recognize risk factors and characteristic symptoms; also, they should both be encouraged to seek help from qualified personnel. All this will likely improve children and adolescents’ physical and psychological wellbeing, thus enhancing their academic performance. This assumes special importance during the COVID-19 pandemic and its restrictions, given that these restrictions negatively affected school function and students’ personal lives. The prevalence of depression and anxiety during the pandemic is high among students, with about half showing depressive symptoms [68], and this has been partially attributed to social isolation and online education constraints [69].

6. Treatment Tips and Strategies

To facilitate communication between school personnel and social and health professionals, including psychologists and psychiatrists, it is important to know what the treatments of choice for these disorders are. As for possible therapies, the NICE guidelines propose different programs, depending on the severity of symptoms and the age of the patient. More specifically, the management of mild forms of depression involves different types of approaches, to be chosen according to the assessment of individual situations. A first indication is the implementation of a “watchful waiting” attitude, in which the professional monitors the young person and makes a reassessment after about two weeks. If, on the other hand, he/she believes that it would be appropriate to intervene immediately, different psychotherapeutic paths could be undertaken based on the context, clinical manifestations, level of maturity of the individual, and any comorbidities or neurodevelopmental disorders. For children and adolescents aged 5 to 18 years, the preferred addresses
would be cognitive–behavioral psychotherapy (either in individual or group modalities, or through digital tools), interpersonal group therapy, and nondirective supportive group therapy [67].

In the case of a diagnosis of moderate-to-severe depression, however, NICE guidelines recommend a different approach. For children between 5 and 11 years of age, other therapeutic paths are preferred. These include family therapy, interpersonal family therapy, psychodynamic psychotherapy, and finally individual cognitive–behavioral therapy. In adolescence, the indications are to start with a three-month intervention of cognitive–behavioral psychotherapy, and if it is not sufficiently effective, to choose another therapeutic path among the following: interpersonal therapy, family therapy (attachment-based or systemic), brief psychosocial intervention, or psychodynamic psychotherapy. During the COVID-19 pandemic, depression and anxiety peaked in students and they could be eased through providing information and psychotherapy [70]. Self-guided, computer-based cognitive–behavioral psychotherapy proved to be effective in reducing depressive symptoms during the COVID-19 pandemic [71]. In cases of no or insufficient response to psychological interventions and more complex situations, psychotherapy requires integration with pharmacological treatments [8,67].

7. Conclusions

The school environment can become a context of prevention for mental illness, particularly for depressive disorders. It is highlighted how these discomforts can affect a student’s academic performance and can compromise its functioning, its ability to socialize, and more globally its psychophysical well-being. The goal to be achieved is to make school personnel, through specific training, able to identify students at risk, to carry out an initial screening, to promote a greater understanding of mental illness, and to provide a space for listening, thus breaking down the social stigma. Informing young people about the increased risk of depression with alcohol and substance use plays a key role in preventing it. Enhanced teacher and psychology staff communication with parents during the COVID-19 pandemic will possibly overcome the obstacles to wellbeing posed by the restrictions.

Early recognition of students at risk or already suffering from depressive disorder allows for referral to specialized staff and immediate intervention. Making this happen is very important to try to prevent a chronic disease or the triggering of a disorder characterized by a succession of depressive episodes in adulthood. To achieve these results, the school should be part of a wider network of collaboration and dialogue with families and specialized territorial services, also becoming a node of referral to qualified personnel.
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